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Abstract. The proliferation of smart mobile devices and incredible deployment of computing as utility in
mobile cloud computing leads to the access of computational intensive applications on smart mobile devices.
Diverse performance metrics are associated with the execution of applications (cloudlets) in distributed
mobile cloud computing environment; such as cloudlet offloading, cloudlet allocation to VM, cloudlet
scheduling in VM, cloudlet migration in datacenter and cloudlet reintegration. In this paper we critically
investigate the key performance metrics associated with the deployment of VM in execution of cloudlets in
cloud computing. We perform experimentation in simulation environment using CloudSim. We analyze the
impact of performance metrics on the execution of cloudlets. Variant performance metrics associated with
the deployment of VM affect the cloudlet execution; for that reason it is mandatory to efficiently manage the
deployment of VMs in cloud infrastructure and exploit optimal techniques for distributed processing to
minimize the overhead associated with cloudlet execution.
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Introduction

The proliferation of smart mobile devices, the incredible deployment of enormous computing resources
and the vision of computing as utility [1] brought a tremendous revolution in the information processing
world. Cloud revolution leads to the access of computational intensive applications on smart mobile devices.
In maintaining MCC, researchers use diverse approaches worldwide to augment computing potentials of
smart mobile devices. The predominant approach is application offloading, in which smartphones offload
computation intensive or data intensive applications to VMs running in datacentre. Diverse performance
metrics are associated with the execution of applications (cloudlets) in distributed mobile cloud computing
environment. In cloud computing paradigm; applications run on virtual machines (VMs) and the
performance relies on efficient management of the deployment of VMs in their entire life cycle. A VM
serves as an individual virtual computing element and all VMs in a host share the same CPU/core which
increases the CPU scheduling latency for each VM significantly [2]. The miniature nature and resources
limitations of smart mobile devices crave for lightweight and efficient distributed application framework
with minimum possible resources consumption and maximum possible throughput on smart mobile devices.
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In this paper we analyse the impact of diverse performance metrics in the deployment of VMs for the
execution of cloudlets in cloud computing paradigm. We perform experimentation in CloudSim; a simulator
for the design and evaluation of cloud computing infrastructure. We highlight the overhead involved in the
execution of application in cloud computing infrastructure.
The paper is organized as; section 2, summarizes existing distributed application frameworks in mobile
cloud computing; section 3, spotlights experimentation, results and discussion and section 4, draws
conclusive remarks.

2

Distributed Application Execution Platforms

In maintaining mobile cloud computing, researchers use diverse approaches worldwide to augment
computing potentials of smart mobile devices. The predominant approach is application offloading, in which
elastic mobile application is partially or completely offloaded to remote resources rich cloud servers.
Existing distributed application frameworks deploy distributed execution platform in local
pervasive/ubiquitous environment or cloud server based centralized monitoring environment. Process
offloading frameworks accomplish offload processing in diverse modes. Several approaches exploit VM
cloning and entire application migration [3-8]; others focus on part(s) of the application to be offloaded. A
number of approaches employ static partitioning [3,9]; others exercise dynamic partitioning. Variant
migration patterns are used; VM transfer, downloading application by providing URL to remote host, Mobile
agent such as USMC, application binary transfer and use of proxies. Diverse objective functions are
considered; saving processing power, efficient bandwidth utilization, saving energy consumption, user
preferences, and execution cost. Objective of all approaches is to augment the computing potentials of
resources constraint mobile devices. The common aspect of the frameworks is that distributed execution
platform is established at runtime which consumes computing resources of mobile devices copiously.
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Experimentation, Results and Discussion

In cloud computing IaaS; applications run on virtual machines (VMs) which engrosses extra overhead in
VM deployment. We conduct diverse experiments for the investigation of performance metrics associated
with the execution of cloudlets in cloud computing infrastructure. We investigate the overhead associated
with cloudlet allocation to VM and cloudlet execution. We spotlight the impact of VM deployment in the
execution of cloudlets in diverse scenarios and analyze the overhead associated with the execution of
cloudlets in VMs.

3.1

Cloudlet Execution

A cloudlet models the cloud based application services such as: content delivery, social networking, and
business workflow. Cloudlet execution life cycle includes cloudlet creation, cloudlet allocation to VM,
cloudlet scheduling in VM, and cloudlet termination. In some scenarios cloudlet migration also occurs in
which cloudlets are migrated to other VMs at runtime by deploying variant migration policies. Cloudlet
migration includes the overhead of saving state of running cloudlet, selection of appropriate remote host,
transferring cloudlet to the remote host and allocation of cloudlet to a new VM in remote datacenter.
In our experimentation all the cloudlets are executed on the local host. For that reason, it does not
involve the overhead associated with cloudlet migration. We conduct experiments in two different scenarios;
first we maintain equal number of VMs and cloudlets, as a result a single cloudlet is executed on a single
VM. In second, scenario we reduce the number of VMs to half of the number of cloudlets; in either scenario
we conclude with different results.

3.1.1

Cloudlet Allocation to VM

In IaaS; cloudlets are allocated to VMs by datacenter broker on the basis of cloudlet allocation policy.
We experiment the overhead associated with the allocation of a cloudlet to VM by creating equal number of
cloudlets and virtual machines. We observe the average time consumed for the allocation of cloudlet to VM
for equally increasing number of VMs and cloudlets. In all the experiments, the specification of cloudlets
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and VMs are maintained homogenous. Fig. 1 illustrates increase in the average time required for the
allocation of cloudlets to VMs in diverse experiments.

Fig. 1: Cloudlet Allocation to Virtual Machine Time Analysis

Analysis of the results indicates that the average time required for allocating of cloudlets to VMs
increases with the increase in number of cloudlets and VMs, which indicates the overhead associated with
cloudlet allocation to VM increases with the increase in number of cloudlets and VMs.

3.1.2

Cloudlets Execution Time for Equal Number of VMs and Cloudlets

The execution time of applications (cloudlets) changes with variant number of VMs. We conduct 8
experiments for equally increasing number of cloudlets and VMs. A single VM is allocated a single cloudlet
and there is no overhead of VM scheduling for cloudlets. Each experiment is conducted five times to derive
the precise average execution time of a single cloudlet. Fig. 2 indicates the average execution time of
cloudlets.

Fig. 2: Cloudlet Average Execution Time Analysis

Analysis of the results indicates that average execution time for each cloudlet increases with the equally
increasing number of cloudlets and VMs; on average the execution time of cloudlet increases by 57% for 245 cloudlets. Table 1, shows the percentage increase in the average execution time for single cloudlet in
different experiments.
Table 1: Percent Increase in the Average Execution Time of Cloudlet for Non-Shared VMs
SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cloudlets
2-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-45

% Increase in Execution Time
28
54
60
55
71
66
65

Table 2 shows difference in standard deviation for cloudlet execution time in diverse experimentation.
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Table 2 Percent Difference in Standard Deviation of Cloudlet Execution Time for Non- Shared VM
SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3.1.3

Cloudlets
2-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-45

% Difference in STDEV
8
64
24
75
56
72
138

Cloudlets Execution Time for Shared VMs

We conduct 8 experiments for increasing number of cloudlets, whereas maintaining the number of VMs
half to the number of cloudlets, for this reason a single VM is allocated one or more cloudlet. Each
experiment is conducted five times to derive the precise average execution time value for cloudlet. Fig. 3
indicates the average execution time of a single cloudlet for shared VM scenario.

Fig. 3: Cloudlets Average Execution Time Analysis with Shared VMs

Analysis of the results indicates that average execution time for each cloudlet increases with the increase
in the number of cloudlets despite the fact that the number of VMs is reduced to half of the number of
cloudlets; on average the execution time of cloudlet increases by 64.7% for 2-45 cloudlets and 1-22 VMs.
Table 3, shows the increase in the average execution time for single cloudlet in different experiments.
Table 3: Percent Increase in Cloudlet Execution Time for Shared VM
SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cloudlets
2-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-45

% Increase in Execution Time
32
81
60
64
77
69
70

Table 4 shows difference in Standard deviation for cloudlet execution time in diverse experiments with
shared VMs.
Table 4: Percent Difference in Standard Deviation of Cloudlet Execution Time for Shared VM
SNO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cloudlets
2-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-45

% Difference in STDEV
79
118
32
91
64
74
135
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3.1.4

Synthesis of Cloudlet Execution

In section 3.1.2, we highlight the impact of VMs on average cloudlet execution time by creating separate
VM for each cloudlet. In section 3.1.3, we analyze the average execution time for cloudlet executed in shared
VM. Fig.4 shows the synthesis of average cloudlets execution time in diverse scenarios.

Fig. 4: Synthesis of Cloudlets Average Execution Time for Shared VMs and Non-Shared VMs

The comparison of cloudlet execution time in diverse scenarios concludes that average execution time of
the cloudlet increases in either scenario. Further investigation in the increased value for either scenario
establishes that average execution time of the cloudlet is higher with shared VMs as compare to non-shared
VMs; for the reason that some extra overhead is associated with the scheduling of VMs among multiple
cloudlets for shared VMs.
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Conclusion

We analyzed diverse performance metrics associated with the deployment of VMs in the execution of
cloudlets in cloud computing infrastructure. We conclude that variant performance metrics increase the
cloudlet execution time; such as deployment of VM in the execution of cloudlet which involves the overhead
of VM life cycle, cloudlet allocation to VM and scheduling of VM. For that reason it is mandatory to
efficiently manage deployment of VMs in cloud infrastructure and exploit optimal techniques for distributed
processing to minimize the overhead associated with cloudlet execution. The miniature nature and intrinsic
limitations associated with smart mobile devices crave to deploy lightweight distributed application
framework to easily deploy the distributed environment and efficiently establish distributed platform.
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